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This paper demonstrates how the power

of an idea catapulted a brand from no.

7 to no. 3 in the total juice market in

just 12 months. 

IN THAT TIME FRUICE HAS:

• Used advertising to drive its brand 

awareness from 27% to 48% 

• Grown volume share of total 

branded juice market by 36.2% (from 

4.7% Dec 04 to 6.4% Dec 05, 

AC Neilsen) 

• Increased the conversion rate of trial 

drinkers to ‘most often’ drinkers 

by 16%

• Grown favourability towards the 

brand to 54% while major 

competitor Sqeeze remained static

• Developed an advertising platform 

that maintained zero attribution of 

Fruice advertising to any other brand

“The main challenge for us in re-

launching the Fruice brand was to bring

life to a category that had shown little

innovation and growth for a number of

years. By integrating all elements of our

plan we have been able to triple the size

and value of the brand in the last 3

years. It was essential to our strategy to

drive consumer connection with our

brand and the most efficient and

effective way of achieving this is

through advertising -  so long as it

carves out a real persona and position

in the marketplace for the brand. This

was achieved by taking a run of the mill

category and approaching it from an

entirely different point of view.”

Robert Dry, Marketing Director, 

Coca-Cola Bottlers of Ireland

BACKGROUND

The juice market in Ireland comprises

two sectors: chilled (premium) juice and

ambient (made from concentrate) juice.

In 2004 the fruit juice market was

stagnant and the ambient sector had

been in decline at a rate of 3.5% over

the previous two years.  

In 2004 Sqeeze was the No.1 selling

brand of ambient fruit juice in Ireland,

outselling the competition at a rate 

of 3 to 1. 

International juice brands like

Tropicana were performing well, with

support from international TV

advertising material developed in the

UK.  Branded players now also faced

increased competition from private label

and discounters. As a result Fruice

became squeezed by the market forces -

from Fresh/Premium juice at the top of

the market, and discounter ambient

juice at the bottom. 

Against this backdrop Coca-Cola

Bottlers made the decision to relaunch

and reinvest in Fruice in the Irish market

in 2004.

Fruice had been originally developed

and launched by Coca-Cola Bottlers

Ireland in 1991. Marketing support had

been very limited during the brand’s

early life with minimal advertising in the

early nineties. By 2004 Fruice was a

brand in real trouble. Volume was in

decline and it was on the brink of being

delisted. A rescue strategy was needed if

the brand was to survive.

BUT THERE WAS A PROBLEM.

While juice was seen by consumers as

‘healthy’ the market was rapidly moving

to healthier bottled waters, smoothies

and more premium juice offerings which

were chilled. Fruice as a ‘made from

concentrate’ambient juice had very

little new to talk to consumers about. 

In addition there were already 

many identical branded and own-

branded juices. 

Changes to product packaging design

had been made in early 2004, to help

give the brand shelf stand-out and give

the consumer the ‘healthy’ and ‘pure’

product cues they sought out in a 

fruit juice.

But by October 2004 against a base of

all juice drinkers aged 18-39 the

likelihood NOT to purchase juice was

still at 42% (Research Solutions).

Packaging redesign was not enough to

reinvigorate the Fruice brand. 

This case study outlines how the

Fruice ‘It’s a natural thing’ campaign

succeeded in repositioning the brand

and how this translated directly to

brand and volume success - exceeding

every measurable target in the process.

MARKETING OBJECTIVES

The marketing objectives were clear:

• Identify how Fruice could talk about 

the product in a credible way that 

would allow it to compete in the 

changing market conditions.

• Create an idea that would reinforce 

the brand’s fruit qualities in order to 

connect with consumers and drive 

demand.

• Give the brand a well defined 

personality. 

Vital Statistics:
How nudity led to brand success for Fruice

THE ‘IT’S A NATURAL THING’ CAMPAIGN BY ROTHCO SUCCEEDED IN AMPLIFYING THE INHERENT NATURALNESS OF FRUICE.

CONSUMERS DRANK IT UP.
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THE TASK
Research was carried out to explore

consumer perceptions of fruit juice

brands. This research identified that

consumers perceived ambient juices to

be of variable quality, and NOT as

healthy and natural as chilled juice

(Lansdowne Market Research, 2004). 

Chilled juice was viewed as more

authentic, better quality and above all

healthier and more natural than

Ambient. Though there was also some

consumer resistance to paying the

premium prices charged for chilled

juices. Given the choice they would

habitually consume chilled juice - but

price was a barrier. Consumers don’t

always want to pay premium prices for

fresh chilled juices, much of the time

they want a healthy juice at a

reasonable price. 

For most consumers, ambient juice

was currently seen as a trade down, as

unexciting, undifferentiated and

habitual; despite being 100% fruit juice.

Despite this consumers did tell us that

Fruice tasted great. 

The agency therefore discovered that

they needed to inform and reassure

consumers of the fruit content and real,

natural, fruit credentials of Fruice  -

even though it is an ambient juice. That

Fruice offered a premium product with

greater price accessibility.

This needed to be done whilst clearly

defining a brand personality and

positioning that differentiated it from

the ‘rest of the pack’. 

THE STRATEGIC SOLUTION
So the agency knew that positioning the

brand to dial up its naturalness would

be desirable to the core target audience. 

The creative brief was built around

the thought of ‘naturalness’. Reminding

consumers of the pure & natural

credentials of Fruice.  The creative team

were asked to consider this in a way

that would be very different for the

category, and wholly ownable for

Fruice. To deliver a natural/quality

message in way that would guarantee

effective cut-through with the core

audience, and deliver the key

naturalness message in a new and

unexpected way. 

THE IDEA
The idea neatly summarized the strategy

and gave the consumer a ‘reason why’

to consume Fruice: ‘Fruice, it’s a Natural

Thing’ A fresh, engaging creative

approach was developed. The

advertising campaign focused on three

TV executions (‘Nudist’ ‘Interview’, and

‘Baby’).

The creative approach set up the

premise of a world where it is frowned

upon to drink Fruice in public. The

creative storylines of the three

commercials portrayed ‘Fruicers’ - a

group of Fruice enthusiasts - who

brazenly conducted their ‘Fruicing’

despite the disapproval of members of

the public they met along the way -

after all it’s a natural thing. The

commercials ensured stand-out and cut-

through through use of tongue-in-cheek

dialogue; a vaguely risqué undertone, a

little nudity. 

This was an approach which would

‘disrupt’ consumer expectations of juice

advertising, enabling the ‘natural’

message to be delivered in a new and

innovative way. The TV campaign was

supported by a 6 sheet outdoor

campaign that focused on quality &

natural fruit cues, featuring juice

ingredients shots, and building on the

TV campaign through use of the line ‘It’s

a Natural Thing’.                       

THE COMMUNICATION ACTIVITY
The media solution played a critical role

in achieving rapid awareness. 

TV formed an integral part of the

media plan in 2004/2005 launching and

driving mass awareness of the

campaign, while cinema allowed us to

reach a very targeted audience. 

Outdoor & Radio support also helped

in reinforcing the ‘naturalness’

credentials of Fruice. 
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Juice Brand Awareness – All Media – I

(Base:  All juice drinkers 18-39)
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since the introduction of the new advertising

campaign
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THE RESULTS 
Sales The Fruice “It’s a Natural Thing’

campaign kicked off in October 2004.

Indexed annual gross profit figures show

2004 profits were up 6% on Fruice

compared to the previous year.

However, profits had increased by 31%

in 2005 (vs 2004) by which time the

campaign had gained real traction.

Furthermore, by the end of the 2005

Fruice was also enjoying it’s highest

market share ever capturing 6.4% of the

total branded juice. 

QUANTITATIVE RESULTS Research

conducted by Research Solutions clearly

demonstrates the cut-through and

effectiveness of Fruice’s advertising. 12

months after the launch Fruice has

surpassed expectation in terms of sales,

awareness, market share 

and effectiveness:

Awareness for the brand has risen

from 27% pre campaign to 48% post

campaign (Source: Research Solutions)
and brand share in the ambient sector

increased from 4.5% to 7.1% (TNS May
2004 - May 2005).

By December 2005 Fruice was the

most top-of-mind juice brand in the

category, taking this awareness from

Sqeeze. Fruice increases consistently

throughout the campaign period (Nov

04 – Dec ’05).

As detailed in fig. 4, 70% of the core

target (18-39 juice drinkers) could recall

the Fruice advertising. 

Furthermore favourability towards

the brand increased 39% - 54% (having

jumped to 48% after the first burst of

TV) whilst Sqeez remained static.

Intrinsic measures showed

improvements across the board :

specifically High Quality Juice (+9),

Great Tasting (+7) and Uses Real Fruits

(+5). Showing that the real fruit

credentials that we knew our core

audience sought clearly registered with

them - achieving our advertising

objectives.

CONCLUSION
Fruice was launched in the Irish market

in 1991, but had little marketing

support. In 2004 it was a brand in

trouble, on the brink of being delisted.

New price competition from private

labels, discounters and positioning

competition from ‘more natural’ juice

brands were a daunting challenge for

Fruice. There was nothing to

differentiate from the rest of the pack. 

Rothco identified that consumers

sought natural, real, premium fruit

content and felt that ambient juices

could not deliver. So we needed to

reinforce the ‘natural’ credentials 

of Fruice. 

The ‘It’s a Natural Thing’ campaign

succeeded in giving consumers a reason

to buy Fruice by talking about it’s

natural quality and by giving the brand

some personality. And consumers 

drank it up.

“The Fruice “Natural Thing” campaign

has succeeded in re-positioning the

brand in terms of consumer perception.

The advertising has transformed a staid

brand into a rising star.” Research

Solutions, 2005

Fruice
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